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Abstract

Randomisation is a method to test the statistical significance of a symbolic rule; it is, how-
ever, very expensive. In this paper we present a sequential randomisation test which dramatically
reduces the number of steps needed for a conclusion.

1 Introduction

One problem of rule based data analysis is that the validity of a rule may be given, while its statistical

significance is not: If rules are based on a few observations only, the granularity of the system is

too high, and the rule may be due to chance. In order to test the significance of rules, one can use

randomisation methods [4] to compute the conditional probability of the rule, assuming that the null

hypothesis

“Objects are randomly assigned to decision classes”

is true. These procedures seem to be particularly suitable to non-invasive techniques of data mining

such as rough set data analysis, since randomisation tests do not assume that the available data is a

representative sample. This assumption is a general problem of statistical data mining techniques; the

reason for this is the huge state complexity of the space of possible rules, even when there is only a

small number of features. However, a drawback of randomisation is its costliness, and it would be of

great value to have a less expensive procedure which has similar (few) model assumptions, and still

gives us a reliable significance test.

In [2] we have developed two procedures, both based on randomisation techniques, which evaluate the

significance of prediction rules obtained in rough set dependency analysis. In the present paper, we

continue this work and present a sequential randomisation test which is cheap and reliably determines

the statistical significance of a rule system.



2 Rule systems

We use the terminology of rough set data analysis [5], and briefly explain the basic concepts. For

more information on rough set data analysis we invite the reader to consult the forthcoming [3].

An information systemis a tupleI = hU;
; Vaia2
, where

1. U is a finite set of objects.

2. 
 is a finite set of mappingsa : U ! Va. Eacha 2 
 is called anattributeor feature.

If x 2 U , we denote byQ(x) the feature vector ofx determined by the attributes inQ. Each non-

empty subsetQ of 
 induces an equivalence relation�Q onU by

x ��Q y iff a(x) = a(y) for all a 2 Q;

i.e.

x ��Q y iff Q(x) = Q(y):

Objects which are in the same equivalence class cannot be distinguished with the knowledge ofQ.

Equivalence relations�Q; �P are used to obtain rules in the following way: LetQ! P be the relation

hX; Y i 2 Q! P iff X is a class of�Q; Y is a class of�P ; andX \ Y 6= ;:

A pair hX; Y i 2 Q! P is called aQ,P – rule(or just a rule, ifQ andP are understood) and usually

written asX ! Y . By some abuse of language we shall also callQ ! P a rule when there is no

danger of confusion.

Each equivalence classX of �Q corresponds to a vector~X of Q-features, and analogously forP .

Thus, if the classX of �Q intersects exactly the classesY1; : : : ; Yn of �P , then we obtain the rule

If Q(y) = ~X, thenP (y) = ~Y1 or : : : orP (y) = ~Yn:(2.1)

A classX of �Q is calledP – deterministic, ifn = 1 in (2.1), i.e. if there is exactly one classY of P

which intersects, and thus contains,X . We define thequality of an approximationof a an attribute set

Q with respect to an attribute setP by

(Q! P ) =
j
S
fX : X is aP–deterministic class of�Qgj

jU j
:(2.2)

The statistic(Q ! P ) measures the relative frequence of correctlyP – classified objects with the

data provided byQ.
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3 Randomisation

Suppose that; 6= Q;P � 
, and that we want to evaluate the statistical significance of the rule

Q ! P . Let� be the set of all permutations ofU , and� 2 �. We define new attribute functionsa�

by

a�(x)
def
=

8<
:
a(�(x)); if a 2 Q;

a(x); otherwise:

The resulting information systemI� permutes theQ–columns according to�, while leaving theP–

columns constant; we letQ� be the result of the permutation in theQ–columns, and(Q� ! P ) be

the approximation quality of the prediction ofP byQ� in I�.

The value

p((Q! P )jH0) :=
jf(Q� ! P ) � (Q! P ) : � 2 �gj

jU j!
(3.1)

now measures the significance of the observed approximation quality. Ifp((Q ! P )jH0) is low,

traditionally below 5%, then the ruleQ ! P is deemed significant, and the (statistical) hypothesis

“Q! P is due to chance” can be rejected.

A simulation study done in [2] indicates that the randomisation procedure has a reasonable power if

the rule structure of the attributes is known.

We see from the denominatorjU j! of p((Q ! P )jH0) that the computational cost of obtaining the

significance is feasible only for small values ofjU j. A fairly simple tool to shorten the processing

time of the randomisation test is the adaptation of a sequential testing scheme to the given situation.

Because this sequential testing scheme can be used as a general tool in randomisation analysis, we

present the approach in a more general way.

Suppose that� is a a statistic with realizations�i, and a fixed realization�c. We can think of�c as

(Q ! P ) and�i as(Q� ! P ). Recall that the statistic� is called� – significant, if the true

valuep(� � �cjH0) is smaller than�. Traditionally,� = 0:05, and in this case, one speaks just of

significance.

An evaluation of the hypothesis� � �c given the hypothesisH0 can be done by using a sample of

sizen from the� distribution, and counting the numberk of �i for which�i � �c. The evaluation of

p(� � �cjH0) can now be done by the estimatorp̂n(� � �cjH0) = k
n

, and the comparison̂pn(� �

�cjH0) < � will be performed to test the significance of the statistic. For this to work we have to

assume that the simulation is asymptotically correct, i.e. that

limn!1p̂n(� � �cjH0) = p(� � �cjH0):(3.2)

In order to find a quicker evaluation scheme of the significance, it should be noted that the results of

the simulationk out ofn can be described by a binomial distribution with parameterp(� � �cjH0).
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The fit of the approximation of̂pn(� � �cjH0) can be determined by the confidence interval of the

binomial distribution.

In order to control the fit of the approximation more explicitly, we introduce another procedure within

our significance testing scheme. Let

Hb : p(� � �cjH0)) 2 [0; �)(3.3)

Ha : p(� � �cjH0)) 2 [�; 1](3.4)

be another pair of statistical hypotheses, which are strongly connected to the original ones: IfHb

holds, we can conclude that the test is�–significant, ifHa holds, we conclude that it is not.

Because we want to do a finite approximation of the test procedure, we need to control the precision

of the approximation; to this end, we define two additional error components:

1. r = probability thatHa is true, butHb is the outcome of the approximative test.

2. s = probability thatHb is true, butHa is the outcome of the approximative test.

The pair(r; s) is called theprecisionof the approximative test. To result in a good approximation,

the valuesr; s should be small (e.g.r = s = 0:05); at any rate, we assume thatr + s � 1, so that
s

1�r �
1�s
r

, which will be needed below.

Using the Wald-procedure [6], we define the likelihood ratio

LQ(n) =
supp2[0;�) p

k(1� p)n�k

supp2[�;1] p
k(1� p)n�k

;(3.5)

and we obtain the following approximative sequential testing scheme:

1. If

LQ(n) �
s

1� r
;

thenHa is true with probability at mosts.

2. If

LQ(n) 
1� s

r
;

thenHb is true with probability at mostr.

3. Otherwise
s

1� r
� LQ(n) �

1� s

r
;

and no decision with precision(r; s) is possible. Hence, the simulation must continue.

With this procedure, which is implemented in our rough set engine GROBIAN1 [1], the computational

effort for the significance test in most cases breaks down dramatically, and a majority of the tests need

less than 100 simulations.
1http://www.infj.ulst.ac.uk/~cccz23/grobian/grobian.html
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